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ABSTRACT Telecare is the use of devices installed in homes to deliver health and social care to the elderly and infirm. The aim of this paper is to identify patterns of use for different devices and associations between them. The data were provided by a telecare call centre in the North East of England. Using statistical analysis and machine learning, we analysed the relationships between users’ characteristics and device activations. We applied association rules and decision trees for the event analysis and our targeted projection pursuit technique was used for the user-event modelling. This study reveals that there is a strong association between users’ ages and activations, i.e., different age group users exhibit different activation patterns. In addition, a focused analysis on the users with mental health issues reveals that the older users with memory problems who live alone are likely to make more mistakes in using the devices than others. The patterns in the data can enable the telecare call centre to gain insight into their operations, and improve their effectiveness in several ways. This study also contributes to automatic analysis and support for decision making in the telecare industry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Older people want to remain in their own homes as long as possible, yet there are anxieties about safety and risk issues that are associated with independent living, particularly for those who are frail, disabled or have cognitive problems. In the UK these anxieties often prompt older people to move away from their own homes and to move to supportive living environments [4]. One response to this societal challenge of enabling older people to age-in-place, has been the development of assistive technologies (AT), such as home-based telehealth, telecare, and telemedicine devices and systems [3], [12], [22]. While telemedicine and telehealth monitor health remotely, telecare supports health by focusing on the social care aspects for independent living. It monitors users’ activities, increases their security and safety, and provides a quick alert to the carers [25].

In Europe and Australasia (comprising Australia, New Zealand, neighbouring islands in the Pacific Ocean), telecare systems have been developed in connection with existing community social alarm systems [7], [18], [19]. A control centre or call centre monitors these personal alarm systems and manages the response. In order to receive help quickly, users can trigger the alert using telephone handsets or pendants which are linked to the call centre. However, a user may not be physically able to trigger the alert in some emergency situations, therefore efforts are in the development of devices and sensors which can raise the alarm without the service user participating. This model of home-based telecare systems (integrated social alarm with devices and sensors) has been implemented in many places, such as England and Scotland in the UK [2].

A telecare user can be provided with a range of triggers and sensors such as a personal radio trigger, temperature extremes sensor, CO detector and flood detector, as shown...
in Figure 1. Note that for a specific kind of sensor, there are different variations, but their functions and features are similar. These sensors have been connected to personal alarm systems which can be triggered either automatically or manually. Once an alarm is triggered, the call centre operator will speak to the user to ascertain the reason for the activation/call and provide relevant services such as sending an ambulance or warden to the site. Figure 2 demonstrates a workflow of a general telecare system.

Although the deployment of telecare services is being driven by policy and supported through government grants with a high deployment of social alarms, such as in the UK [10], [16], there is still little evidence supporting the efficacy of telecare [5]. There has been an increase in the number of studies that consider either the demand for personal care alarms for older people [13], [14], or demonstrate interest in using such devices [20] or alternatively evaluate the usability of specific devices [15]. However, there is little research that identifies the patterns of behaviours of service users utilising integrated home-based telecare systems. Despite the development of new devices and Internet of Things (IoT) implementations [24], the devices reported here represent basic elements of home-based telecare system.

This study aims to identify users’ patterns of behaviour through analysis of the contact data that was generated through interaction between a telecare service provider and its users in the North East of England. It comprehensively investigates a dataset [7] collected by harvesting the logs of this telecare call centre during 5 years between 2007 and 2011. We use statistical and machine learning techniques to analyse the contact data of a telecare centre and reveal users’ patterns. To the best of our knowledge, there has not been a comprehensive study performed in such data previously.

Our analysis of user activity patterns reveals important insights that can help improve the telecare call centre operations (as discussed in Section 5). Furthermore, this reveals the importance and advantages of adopting a real time activity monitoring for the elderly. This activity analysis and monitoring approach is not only applicable for monitoring the elderly, but also for general smart home monitoring [23], [26], e-health applications [1], [14] and the IoT applications [6], [11].

The paper is organised as follows: Section II explains the nature of the data and procedures for data cleaning and preparation. Section III gives details for the machine learning methods used for analysis. Section IV presents the results of the statistical analysis and the patterns identified by different machine learning algorithms. This is followed by the discussion in Section V.

II. THE DATASET AND ITS PREPARATION

In this paper, we analyse the data from a telecare call centre in the North East of England. The information about 507 telecare service users and access to data related to these individuals was provided after receiving their consent and ethical approval for this research. Figure 3 presents the geographical distribution of users on a map of the UK grouped by district.
### III. METHODS

One of our tasks was to understand the distribution of activations and how they differ across age groups. This is important for the telecare provider as it can help to schedule and manage their systems and resources more effectively. Furthermore, understanding the patterns of usage may lead to other insights about the data not previously considered.

In this paper, we have applied basic statistical analysis and three popular machine learning algorithms to the telecare data in order to analyse the relationships between users' characteristics and device activation. We applied the association rule and decision tree for event analysis and applied targeted projection pursuit for the user-event modelling. The following is the description of the three machine learning algorithms.

#### A. ASSOCIATION RULE LEARNING

Association rule learning can be used for discovering interesting relations between different variables [8]. There are three criteria for identifying important rules; they are support, confidence and lift. Given a set of elements \( X \) from a collection of records, the support of a rule \( \text{Supp}(X) \) is defined as the proportion of records in the dataset which contains the element set. Support indicates how frequently the itemset occurs in the data.

The confidence of a rule indicate how often the rule has been found to be true, defined as

\[
\text{Conf}(X \Rightarrow Y) = \frac{\text{Supp}(X \cup Y)}{\text{Supp}(X)}
\]

In addition, we can measure the dependence between elements using the lift of a rule, defined as

\[
\text{Lift}(X \Rightarrow Y) = \frac{\text{Supp}(X \cup Y)}{\text{Supp}(X) \times \text{Supp}(Y)}
\]

#### B. DECISION TREE ANALYSIS

Decision trees are one of the most popular decision support tools for classification and prediction using tree-like graphs such that each internal node represents one of the input attributes and each leaf node represents a class label [21]. A tree typically begins with a single node and then iteratively branches into possible outcomes based on different criteria. It also can be used to denote temporal or causal relations between different attributes.

We built a decision tree on the call records data by setting the activation events as responses and using the other 12 attributes as predictors. Furthermore, we built a regression tree (a decision tree to predict a real number rather than a class) on a user-call matrix to further verify the relationship, where each row in the matrix represents a user and each column in the matrix represents the number of calls made by one of the activation events. Note that we only selected activation events with a frequency of at least 10 from the call records to get a more robust model.

#### C. TARGETED PROJECTION PURSUIT

Targeted projection pursuit (TPP) is a visual dimension reduction technique based on projection pursuit. A typical problem of data analysis is that often the user does not know what they are looking for, i.e., what will be of interest. TPP allows the user to explore and interact with the data and follow their intuitions and hypotheses.

Formally, a set of \( n \) entities is described by the \( n \times p \) matrix \( X \) that defines each entity's position in \( p \)-dimensional space. A \( p \times 2 \) projection matrix \( P \) maps the entities onto two-dimensional space to allow exploration of the projection. When the user defines an \( n \times 2 \) target view \( T \), TPP searches for a projection that minimises the difference between this target view and the projection.

The projection matrix is found by training a single-layer perceptron artificial neural network with \( p \) inputs and two outputs. The \( n \) rows of the original matrix are examined.
in order and standard back-propagation is used to train the
network to the target matrix $T$ according to a least-squares
calculation. Once convergence is reached the original data is
transformed into the 2D view where the connection weight
between each input neuron and the two output neurons gives
the weight of each dimension in the final projection and thus
the projection matrix.

Whilst TPP is completely interactive, a typical first step is
to analyse clusters in the data. Here the $k$-means clustering
algorithm [17] is used to generate the clusters. The aim is
to find a projection that best separates the clusters in two-
dimensional space. This is the first time that TPP has been
used to analyse telecare data.

In order to model activations based on different users,
we applied TPP on a transformed user-activation matrix.
We first re-coded the original data to eliminate errors (false
alarms) and to get more clear and meaningful visualisation
results. The list of reasons for contacting the call-centre were
standardised so that each service user was the point described
in high-dimensional space with each dimension representing
one of the 32 main activation events. The value of each
attribute for each service user is the standardised number of
times (mapped to a $[0, 1]$ scale) that the service user has raised
that event in a certain time period.

IV. RESULTS

A. STATISTICAL DATA ANALYSIS

1) Age distribution
Among the 507 consenting service users, 190 users were
male and 268 female and 49 users were without gender
information. The acquisition age distribution is bimodal, and
left-skewed with peaks at ages between 62-67, with a second
peak at ages between 82-87 years giving an overall mean
acquisition age of 69 years (standard deviation is 15), as
shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Histogram of user age distribution with probability.](image)

Figure 5 is a violin plot of the user age distribution categorised by household and gender. It shows that the acquisition ages of users living in different households are different. The “living alone” users are the eldest with the median age of 72 and then “couple” with a median age of 66. For those users belonging to families, females have a median age of 66, which is 10 years older than the corresponding male users. Users “living with family” have a very wide age range from 12 to 97. Note that there was one male user who was aged 17 and living with family. When grouping users based on house type, we found that older users tended to live in a house or bungalow, while younger users prefer living in lower ground flats. Please see Figure 14 in the Appendix for further details.

![Figure 5: A violin plot of user age distribution categorised by household and gender.](image)

FIGURE 5: A violin plot of user age distribution categorised by household and gender. Note that the white dot is the median for each group and width of the coloured area is the density plot illustrating the corresponding frequency. Each thick black bar indicates the interquartile range and the thin black line extended from it shows the 95% confidence intervals.

2) Household distribution
Based on available information from the user data, there are 191 couples, 3 single parents, 33 live as part of a family and 9 live in with family, whilst 221 live alone. 254 live in one-bed bungalows, 76 live in lower floor flats, 14 live in upper floor flats, 2 live in the sheltered unit and the remaining 151 in larger houses.

Generally, most users are living alone or are part of a
couple, and living in a house or bungalow. Only 0.7% of users
are single parents and 2% of users are living in with family.
There are 0.4% of users living in sheltered units and 2.8%
of users living in upper floor flats. The distribution of users
living in different households and house types is shown in
Figure 13 in the Appendix.

Figure 6 examines the age distribution of users across the
types of household. Here we plot a bar chart on the number
of users grouped by household and housing type. In addition,
we divide all users into 5 different age groups and colour
the bar chart accordingly. It is worth mentioning that most
users aged 80-100 years old, possibly the frailest and most
vulnerable, are living alone in bungalow or house.

3) Disability and mental health issues user distributions
Among the 507 users, 216 are registered disabled, whilst 412
have a variety of self-reported general medical conditions,
and 49 have recorded mental health issues. Since this informa-
tion is self-reported, we group all users with mental health
issues into 12 classes based on their descriptions, e.g., “short term memory loss”, “memory loss” and “poor memory” users are all put into a “memory problems” class.

Regarding disability and users with mental health issues, we found that most users around 80 years old are registered disabled and live alone. The most common mental issues are memory problems, depression and anxiety. Additionally, most users with memory problems are around 60 to 80 years old but most users with depression and anxiety are around 40 to 60 years old. The visualisation results regarding these users are shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16 in the Appendix.

4) Calls distribution

We have analysed 19320 detailed call records from these 507 users. For each call, we have the basic user information, call time, reason of call and call duration.

In order to analyse the call distribution, we plot a bar chart of the number of calls from different households and housing types, as shown in Figure 7. In this figure, we also divided each bar and coloured the bars according to the caller’s age. Comparing with Figure 6, we can see that users living alone in a house made the most calls and most of them were aged 80-100 years old. People living in a family household in lower flats also made more calls than others, and most of them were aged 60-80.

Figure 8 presents the main reasons for these calls with the number of users made these calls. “Resident called” means that the resident had called the centre. “No speech contact” and “no reply” means the resident called the centre, but when the centre took the call the resident hung up. Many residents may have very limited social contact so they may not talk to anyone all day except the call centre operator, so the call may just be to hear another voice.

The analysis shows that 36.41% calls are mistakes (false alarm) and 12.11% calls are the resident testing the system. Note that a mistake may be due to a false alarm from a sensor or a mistake from a user, but we do not have the available data of detail reasons. Other main reasons which have more than 5% of the calls include resident called, miscellaneous query, information update and smoke detector. When cross-classifying these calls into the household, we can see that users who live alone were the most likely to make mistake calls, and 50.63% of calls from family users were about residents testing the system. Please see Figure 17 in the Appendix for more details.

It is important to pay close attention to the data for users with mental health issues. We found that the older users who live alone with memory problems made 3282 calls through this 4 year period, as shown in Figure 9. Note that there were about 36% of calls due to mistakes. Comparing with Figure 16 users with memory problems are much more likely to make calls than those with other mental health issues. 44% of their calls were made by mistake without detailed reasons.

B. ASSOCIATION RULE LEARNING

In order to get more meaningful patterns from call records, we used the FP-growth algorithm with the setting of 0.1%, 1% and 3 as thresholds for support, confidence and lift, respectively. Recalling that, the three index measure the significance of the rules, i.e., the higher the value of the three index are, the strong association between the itemset is.

Table 2 presents 12 meaningful rules from the 247 rules generated by this algorithm. The results show that there is a high probability of occurrence of “medical limits exceeded” caused by users who live alone and have memory problems. Users aged 80-100 with depression and anxiety are likely to request “information update” and users aged 60-80 are more likely to cause smoke detector alarm.

We performed a risk analysis to identify users at most risk.
We divided all activations into two groups depending on their relative emergency and ran the FP-growth algorithm again to identify the groups of users at most risk. Here we labelled 10 activations such as “Smoke detector”, “Fire” and “Fallen” as “high risk” activations, while treating remaining activations as “low risk” activations. Then we have 4313 high-risk events and 15007 low-risk events. Table 3 illustrates 10 meaningful rules about “high risk” characteristics from the results with 0.1%, 30% and 1.5 as thresholds for support, confidence and lift, respectively. It shows that users who are aged 60-80...
and living with family in house are likely to cause high risk activations. The users with aged 60-80 without disable also are likely to cause high risk activations.

C. DECISION TREE

We found that even after building a large tree we still cannot get good prediction results based on these attributes since many users’ characteristics significantly overlap for different device activations. If we run the decision tree on the binary labels in terms of “high risk”, it still misclassifies about 21.45% of the validation observations.

![Predictor Importance Estimates](image1)

**FIGURE 10:** Predictor importance estimated by a decision tree.

However, a decision tree can determine the importance of each attribute based on the corresponding reduction of predictive accuracy by that attribute. Figure 10 shows the predictor importance estimated by a decision tree on this data. It can be seen that “Age at Call” is the most important variable affecting the prediction on activation events, followed by “housing type”, “address postcode” and “household”. In other words, users from similar age groups may have similar needs and demands and trigger similar alarms.

Since different users may have different living habits and demands, it is important to build a model for activations on each user. To keep consistency in terms of users’ ages, we select all call records and convert these data to a user-call matrix such that each row represents a user and each column represent the number of calls made by one of the activation events.

We applied a regression tree on the user-call matrix and got the predicted ages and found that the mean of absolute errors of the regression is 5.75. This means that the predicted age is very close to the true age. This result also confirms that there is a strong association between users’ ages and activations.

D. TARGETED PROJECTION PURSUIT

1) All activations for service users

Figure 11 shows the service users clustered, using TPP and k-means clustering, into four groups. The decision to separate the graph into four clusters (groups of users) was made after testing both lower and higher numbers of clusters and finding four was optimal in terms of cluster separation and determining the contribution of the dimensions. The most significant attributes in separating these four clusters are: Warden, Repair, Fire/Fire Service, Smoke detector, Handyperson service and Accident and Emergency.

![TPP projection](image2)

**FIGURE 11:** TPP projection of service users and their associated device activations onto a two-dimensional space, clustered and separated into four clusters. Values of attributes are the number of activations raised by that service user over the time period standardised to a $[0,1]$-scale. “A & E” means accident/emergency. Note that the labels on the figure are different axis names and we only display the most important axis labels.

Figure 11 shows the four clusters. Each line represents an axis which is associated with one of the dimensions and, hence, a telecare event. The longer each axis is the higher that dimension is weighted in the projection, thus the longer axes show which dimensions are particularly important in the projection. The positions of the service users (represented by the points) are then determined by their values for these highly significant axes in particular. A note of caution is to
remember that a longer axis does not necessarily mean that the events occur more often since all axes represent a $[0, 1]$ scale irrespective of their length. Therefore, the placement of the points shows the distribution of the service users along this scale.

Three main identifiable groups appear in the projection. The first is the co-occurrence of the smoke detector with fire service. This seems a logical pairing as smoke detector events may escalate into a situation where the fire service is required. This shows that smoke detector events need to be prioritised so that the fire service does not need to be called.

Repair, as a significant event, is also a positive sign for the telecare service. Having someone that the service user can call to come and carry out these small jobs is usually considered reassuring for the service user. This may be because the service user has no nearby relatives to help them with small jobs and they do not know who else to call to ask for help. Without this repair service, they may even attempt to carry out the repair themselves which could result in them injuring themselves or the job may not get done at all which could become dangerous in itself. In a similar vein, the warden service also appears to be important.

The next step would be for the telecare service to keep track of the purpose of these visits. Once they have this data they will be able to analyse if there are ways to improve the efficiency of this service or it may identify additional telecare services needed to further support the service user. The high use of the warden service may also indicate that the telecare service is working and is supporting the service users where they need it most. Highlighting this use has already allowed the telecare company to consider how they allocate and plan their warden visits more effectively.

2) Activations by age group

The age range of the service users is greater than fifty years, so comparisons between age groups is possible. This is interesting because the needs of the service user may vary as users grow older. Looking at activations within age groups should give us insight into how the device usage and the activations change. Further, recommendations may then be made based on these observations.

Each service user was placed in an age group spanning ten years. Here we show the results of those residents in groups aged between 60 and 89. “Age” is the service user’s age when the call was made; those residents who have neither a date of birth nor an age listed are excluded. Figure 12 shows three TPP projections for service users in the different age groups.

Figure 12(a) shows the TPP projection for the 60–69 age group. There is a cluster who activate devices that respond to extreme temperatures (the fire service and smoke detectors) similar to the usage pattern shown in Figure 11. This demonstrates that perhaps users in this age group are particularly susceptible to problems such as forgetting to turn the oven off. The other significant cluster regularly requires the property keyholder to be contacted. A keyholder may be a neighbour, relative or friend who is a point of contact for the call-centre when there appears to be some kind of problem with the service user and someone is required to check on them.

In the 70–79 age group, the nine most significant activations are labelled, as shown in Figure 12(b). This group have “A & E” as a significant dimension perhaps meaning that, for this age group, those calls should be prioritised or that those specific users should be monitored to see why they are requiring the emergency services so frequently and if additional support can be offered to help prevent these visits. The combined significant dimensions of the smoke detector and fire service appear again and, although they form a small group, the constant re-appearance of these activations together requires further investigation. The second largest cluster contains those service users that have used the repair service. Again, the use of this service is high and this is clearly one of the most used parts of the telecare service. Therefore it is vital to understand why this is always one of the more significant events, which repairs are being carried out by this service and if there are any ways that it can be made more effective and efficient.

Ages 80–89 is the largest group and there are perhaps the most likely to need to enter residential care without telecare. This group has 149 service users which are split into five clusters, as shown in Figure 12(c). This means that 88% of the service users lie in one cluster (pink up-triangle in the middle of Figure 12(c)). The remaining 12% are divided between the other four clusters. This makes an analysis of this projection particularly difficult because we are only really seeing the outliers and not how the majority use the service. This is the first age group where repair is not a key attribute although the handyman service and A & E are. The fact that the carer or care provider is also contacting the service also might be an indication of how the service is used differently for those who are older. The use of the handyperson service is also good because similar to the repair service it allows users to contact someone when there is a problem rather than fretting about who they can get to fix their problem or attempting to fix it themselves.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Telecare is specifically designed to address the social aspects of enabling independent living for disabled and older people. Whilst deployment of these services is being driven by policy and supported through grants, little is known about the utilisation of telecare devices following installation of home-based telecare packages. This study provides an analysis of 5 years of contact data that was generated through interaction between the service and service user within a telecare call centre in the North East of England.

This paper has reported on the application of statistical analysis and machine learning algorithms on a large telecare dataset. We have identified users’ activity patterns (such as ages and activations, mental health issues, A & E events) that can enable the telecare call centre to gain insight into their operations, and improve their effectiveness in several ways.
as follows:

All the presented results make a more effective use and installation of equipment possible. For example, it was observed that usage and type of equipment have been shown to vary between different age groups. Identifying this characteristic means that more effective decisions regarding the type of equipment needed by different age group of users can be made.

Moreover, it is also possible to increase the efficiency of warden and repair visits. Both warden and repair visits are expensive and yet they are one of the most common outcomes of contact with the call-centre as shown in Figures 11 and 12(b). Highlighting this through the machine learning algorithms empowers the telecare call centre to improve users’ care and also efficiency in planning the visits. The call centre is also able to prioritise calls to the ambulance service and relatives. Figures 11 and 12 both show high densities for visits to A & E or contact with the service user’s family.

Several limitations associated with analysing this telecare dataset have also been noted. For the machine learning algorithms’ application, we assume that each user is independent of others, however, many users actually live with a partner or family. It would be interesting to investigate further the activities based on different households rather than individuals. Particularly in TPP, no interesting pre-defined clustering existed (although classes could exist through location, housing types, household, house size and heating) and clustering with $k$-means and other clustering methods either produced uneven clusters or failed to find much natural clustering in the data.

We have discovered important areas which need further investigations and applications of telecare technology and research. Over one-third of call records are due to false alarms. Analysing and preventing these false alarms would significantly improve the efficiency for call-centre operators. Understanding the demands of users with mental health
issues would be helpful for the telecare industry to design more appropriate equipment and service for these users. In addition, further understanding the economic savings based on this research is important for the further work.
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APPENDIX A VISUALISATION RESULTS

Figure 13 to Figure 17 are additional visualisation results.

FIGURE 13: (a) is the household type distribution and (b) is the housing type distribution.

FIGURE 14: A violin plot of user age distribution categorised by house type.

FIGURE 15: User distribution categorised by household. Note that “reg” means registered.

FIGURE 16: Users with mental issue distribution categorised by household.
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